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system was done and made a correlation among the greatest
wall temperatures shows that Simple channel is the most basic
design in the consistent state condition. To finish up
expanding the Ra value the ideal B/b value, as far as Nusselt
number, diminishes and terrible arrangement is gotten at
higher B/b value. Bianco et. al[4] performed an analytical
study on air natural convection in a joined channel, with
proportionate warming was accomplished. Flow visualization
is completed to show the distinctive example of stream
between plates in numerous setups Nusselt number and
Dimensionless greatest temperatures are assessed and
corresponded to Rayleigh number. Li Dong et. al[5]
performed conjugate laminar regular convection heat move
and wind current with the radiation of solar oriented
beneficiary with glass window are numerically examined. The
effect of surface emissivity, heating temperature, convective
coefficient and temperature of condition on heat move from
recipient with glass window is likewise been worked.
Akiyama and Chong[6] numerically investigated the
interaction of natural convection with warm radiation by grey
surfaces in a square enclosure loaded up with air has been
worked. The outcomes demonstrated that surface radiation
changed the temperature dispersion and flow patterns
particularly at higher Rayleigh number. The average
convection Nusselt number increments with the expansion of
Rayleigh number (Ra). Andreozzi et. al[7] performed
numerical study of a heated vertical parallel plate channel
owing an assistant plate at inlet and two insulated
augmentation plates connected to the heated walls at exit has
been completed. The optimal channel configuration
communicated regarding highest averaged Nusselt number is
for the pre-assigned Grashof number. Florio[8] performed
studies were thermal exchanges between particles, liquid and
stream ways incorporate particle and particle strong body
contact are incorporated. This strategy is applied to an eleven
fixed particle design with the stream driver qualities and
restricted radiative outflows differed. This strategy improves
abilities for investigation of warm collaboration in the particle
loaded high speed gas stream and temperature dependent for
comprehensive simulation. Kogawa et.al[9] has performed
tests in cubic cavity. LES was directed vreman model was
received to dynamic sub-grid model. To isolate the radiation
impacts of gas and surface radiation for computation
condition have analyzed non-radiation, gas radiation, surface
and combined radiation and discovered surface radiation was
predominant in age of shear stress by turbulent flow. Yao et.
al[10] worked on a unified computational frame- work
dependent on the Lattice Boltzmann method(LBM) is applied
to solve the coupled heat transfer during stage change process
with natural convection and volumetric radiation.

Abstract: In the present study our intention is to dispatch the
turbulent mixed convective flow and radiative flow in a vertical
rectangular channel. The channel is constructed with two
openings inlet and outlet. The turbulence is modelled by
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approach using
lambremhorst turbulence model. Radiation is modelled with
Discrete ordinates method (DOM). Finite difference method
(FDM) is utilized to discretize the governing equations and an
inhouse Fotron code is used to simulate the turbulent flow. The
invariant study is carried out for the effect of flow opposite to
buoyancy force and flow in same direction as buoyancy flow heat
transfer characteristics. The heat transfer rate is remarkably
altered by the flow opposite to buoyancy force and flow in same
direction as buoyancy flow behavior observed inside the enclosure
Keywords: lambremhorst Turbulence, Assisting flow,
Opposing flow, discrete ordinates method.

I. INTRODUCTION
This Many Analytical and Numerical experiments have
done for easy understanding of fluid and heat transfer process
in the vertical channels. Mixed convection is a combination of
free and forced convection. Natural convection or free
convection is an existing energy in the daily life. In short
natural convection in any fluid motion is caused by natural
means such as buoyancy effect. In forced convection the flow
is forced to flow over a surface or in a channel. Tkachenko
et.al [1] performed analytical study in a vertical rectangular
channel and found that common convective air entering the
channel changing with the wall emissivities on the channel
wall having Hot wall toward one side and cold wall on the
opposite end discovered complex three dimensionless
unsteady vortical structures. These structures began to shape
ahead of schedule up stream and direct contact with the
stream and warmth move in the channel. Andreozzi and
Manca[2] performed analytical study by assessing the average
Nusselt number by methods for analytical information.
Correlations for the Nusselt number, globally averaged at the
midpoint of Nusselt number and Rayleigh number are
assessed. Andreozzi et. al[3] performed analytical study on
the unsteady common convection in air, channel-chimney
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The outcomes by LBM agree well with the benchmark
arrangement or other numerical arrangement which shows the
model utilized right now of high accuracy and adaptability to
recreate coupled heat transfer in multi-dimensionless
participating medium. The objective of this study is to work
on the turbulent mixed convective flow and conjugate heat
transfer characteristics inside the heated vertical channel. The
heat source is at left wall and the other end is cold wall and the
remaining walls are adiabatic. The problem is solved by
solving the continuity equation for mass conservation and the
momentum equation for capturing the velocity field and the
energy equation for the temperature distribution. Invariant
studies have done this by comparing flow opposite to
buoyancy force and flow in same direction as buoyancy The
Fotron 90 code based Finite difference method was developed
to solve governing differential equations

intensities are evaluated using discrete ordinates method
(DOM). It converts radiative transport equation (RTE) into
set of partial differential equations. The Radiation transport
equation is solved in every step of computational domain to
obtain the radiation intensity The turbulent flow of the
problem is formulated by solving the Reynolds average
Navier – Stokes equations (RANS) for the velocity flow and
the energy equation for the temperature field. The study uses
a simplified marker and cell algorithm (SMAC) for
pressure-velocity decoupling. The time average governing
equations are as follows :

II. MATHEMATICAL MODELING AND
NUMERICAL METHOD

The vertical rectangular channel taken in our study is having
H, W, B. There are two openings at the top and bottom of the
channel for air flow, and the hot wall is considered to the left
and the cold wall is on the right. The remaining walls are
considered adiabatic. Generally, adiabatic is nothing but there
is no heat is gained or lost by the system. Numerical
simulations are performed by using Finite Difference Method
(FDM). The Problem is worked in two cases 1. Assisting case
and 2. Opposing case as shown in the figure 1

The strength of the heat source is denoted by a dimensionless
number called Grashof number (Gr). The Grashof number is a
dimensionless number, named after Franz grashof. The
grashof number is defined as the ratio of the buoyant force to
viscous force acting on a fluid in the velocity boundary layer.
When the Grashof number increases Thermal expansion
following temperature difference increases and Kinematic
viscosity decreases. The Grashof number is represented as
follows

Were,

For foreseeing the patterns in a fluid’s behaviour a
dimensionless number is used called as Reynolds number
(Re). The Reynolds number is a dimensionless number that
gives a measure of the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces.
The Reynolds number is mathematically represented as
follows

Figure.1. Assisting flow

Were,
ρ is the density, v is velocity, l is the length, μ is viscosity. As
Grashof number and Reynolds number are dimensionless we
can change the characteristics by altering the Richardson
number

Boundary conditions for the vertical rectangular channel is
velocity inlet and pressure outlet
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Figure.2. Opposing flow
This study is based on computational fluid dynamics
approach using lambremhorst turbulence model. Radiative
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Figure 1 and 2 indicates the flow opposite to buoyancy force
and flow in same direction as buoyancy cases considered in
the present study. In the present study turbulent mixed
convective air enters into the channel were free and forced air
enters into the channel as per the respective cases were free air
goes in the assisting flow and forced air flow in the opposing
flow due to gravitation acting opposite to the direction of flow

Figure. 5. Temperature contours of flow opposite to
buoyancy force and flow in same direction as buoyancy
flow in 3-D

Figure. 6. Velocity contours of Assisting flow of Gr=10 6
and Re=102
Figure. 3. Temperature contours of Assisting flow
For Gr=106

Figure. 7. Velocity contours of Opposing flow of Gr=10 6
and Re=102

Figure. 4. Temperature contours of Opposing flow for
Gr=106
Figure.3 and 4 indicates evolution of temperature contours
inside the enclosure for (Gr) of 106. As in the assisting case
the turbulent free convective air enters into the channel, we
can see the temperature drop in the flow. The flow enters into
the channel at Re=102

Figure. 8. Temperature distribution of Flow opposite to
buoyancy force and flow in same direction as buoyancy
flow
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In the above graph it is evident that temperature is less in the
Assisting flow compare to the Opposing flow. The flow in the
opposing case has to overcome the gravitation to surpass the
vertical channel. So the temperature has increased which is
proportional to the pressure which also increases

In the above graph we can observe there is a sudden drop in
the velocity in assisting flow when the turbulent air passes
from inlet to outlet, were as in the opposing flow there is 0.01
increases in the velocity were the flow passes from inlet to
outlet.
IV. CONCLUSION
The combined convection of turbulence within a vertical
rectangular channel with a hot and cold wall within the
channel is solved numerically by changing the flow and its
direction. The unstable flow is customized by the CFD
approach using the Lambremhorst k-ε and turbulence model
and is controlled using the finite difference method (FDM).
The velocity and temperature are varied by changing the
Grashof number and Reynolds number. radiation is modelled
by Descrete Ordinates Method(DOM). Along the channel
both the temperature and velocity is distributed with respect
to time as the flow is unsteady. When comparing both Flow
opposite to buoyancy force and flow in same direction as
buoyancy flows, there is a difference in assisting flow but
where as in Opposing flow there is not much of a difference in
velocity and temperature as well. Taking mid plane as
consideration there is around 30% of difference between flow
opposite to buoyancy force and flow in same direction as
buoyancy flow

Figure. 9. Velocity distributions of Flow opposite to
buoyancy force and flow in same direction as buoyancy
flow
In the above graph it is evident that the Assisting case is
having high velocity because the turbulent air is taken with the
flow of gravitation, were in the Opposing case the velocity of
the flow is been oppositely influenced by the gravitation, so
the velocity has been decreased
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